
With reduced networking overhead and stuttering 

and caching issues, users can monitor with 
confidence, even in slower wide area network 

(WAN) environments.  

As always, FTR Gold’s video capabilities continue 
to set the industry benchmark, with four channels 

of HD video from a range of non-IP cameras (such 
as webcams and USB cameras). 


Multiple AV features significantly improve the 

quality, capacity, and accessibility of both audio 
and video, with enhanced recording and playback 

of up to 16 channels of high-fidelity audio. 


The new FTR Gold release is consistent with our 
drive to help courts, law enforcement, and 

government agencies meet compliance, while also 
evolving into their digital futures.

The latest version of FTR Gold enables courts to 

simultaneously record, monitor, and stream audio 
and video of proceedings live from any courtroom 

to anywhere on the court network—to remote court 
monitors, digital court reporters and authorized 

participants within the courthouse or across the 
town, county, or state. 


To support the ongoing need to include remote 

participation in proceedings, the new, advanced 
features in FTR Gold 7.7 enhance live listening and 

confidence monitoring by enabling configurability 
within the live streaming functionality.   

Courts can choose how they want to stream court 

content—including audio only or video included 
options, plus low or high-definition streaming 

quality. 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The gold standard in digital court recording, 
monitoring, management, and play back. 
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Choose Your Suite.

Capture and manage the court record with this on-

premises suite of software tools for each 
courtroom. With high-fidelity audio and HD video 

recording, easy annotation, and advanced storage 
and access, it has everything you need to record 

with confidence.

Centrally monitor and remotely record 

proceedings in multiple courtrooms or 
courthouses. Users can remotely start and stop 

recordings, monitor audio activity, play back 
content from specific venues, and annotate 

while listening to recordings.


Efficiently play back, annotate, and manage the 

digital record. Users create meaningful, 
searchable log notes critical to an accurate 

transcript—such as appearances, spellings, and 
key terminology—and clearly linked to the 

precise place in the audio and video recording.



FTR Manager

Inclusions:

Capture accurate and admissible evidence 

from interviewees—as part of efficient and fair 
interview processes—with an integrated audio 

and video recording solution designed 
specifically for law enforcement agencies and 

victim advocacy centers.



FTR Log Notes

FTR Player

FTR Manager

Inclusions:

FTR Player

FTR Interview Recorder

FTR Manager

Inclusions:

FTR Reporter

FTR Reporter Server

FTR Player

FTR Manager

FTR Monitor

FTR Reporter Server

FTR Player

Inclusions:
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FTR Monitoring Suite.

FTR Interview Suite.

FTR Recording Suite.

FTR Annotation Suite.
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